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Virgo Vs The Zodiac is a sci-fi/fantasy JRPG inspired by the Mario & Luigi RPG series and the Mother RPG series in
which you play as an obsessed villain.

The game features traditional turn-based combat with real-time execution of moves: blocking, countering and timing your
attacks carefully as well as predicting your foes' moves is essential to succeed in Virgo’s twisted and unforgiving cosmic

quest to bring back the Golden Age, a period of peace, symmetry and balance, or so she thinks.

In this galaxy where every action means a reaction, you’ll play as Virgo, the Holy Queen, often called Dreadful Queen by
heretics, bringing mayhem to the Zodiac Realms and leaving a trail of stardust on the way, all to fit her excessively righteous

worldview.

  Unforgiving timed-actions combat where all conflicts are lethal unless you protect yourself; precise timed attacks
and blocks will bring an end to heresy.

  Counter-Turn system: Any attack can be countered by a variety of equippable counter skills.

  No random encounters: Battles fought are plot-relevant.

  Rewards through exploration: As you delve into the most heretical star clusters of the galaxy, you'll find a vast
amount of explorable areas brimming with interactive objects. Many choices that will impact the game can be brought
up through world interaction and exploration.
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  Decide your fate with multiple endings.

  Crafting and upgrading a multitude of items shareable between your party members!

  150+ equipment choices

  Non-self insert and overly villanious Main Character.

  Unlikely friends and foes such as Goats, Save Dinosaurs and a Cookie Companion.

  Spare enemies and make friends!

  Interact with different Zodiacs outside of the main quest within the Zodiac Memories.

  SHMUP minigame and most importantly, you can also ride on Alpacas!
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Publisher:
Degica
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Pick-Up-Date:

 This new pickup update features new pickups! Most of the levels now have items you can pick up and refine into their
elements!

 I have added 3 new achievements! Two are for picking up hard to find pick ups, and "Explorer" is somewhat secret,
check the achievement description for a clue!

 I have also added some nice touch-ups, to include an updated cell tower on Earth, beds in some of the buildings, and
more!

. Irony Curtain Premiere TODAY with 10% OFF!:
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Comrades!

We’re at the finishing line of accomplishing a dream we’ve had for a very long time – publishing our own point and click
adventure. Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with Love is now live!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/866190/Irony_Curtain_From_Matryoshka_with_Love/

Throughout the years of avid gaming, sleepless nights filled with solving puzzles and laughing at all the jokes we kept
dreaming of bringing something to the table, enriching the genre somehow – and now we put Irony Curtain in front of you
to gauge how we did. We tried to give you a classical point and click with all the things we loved about the old-school games
such as the Monkey Island series, but also do something based on the experiences that shaped us – such as the reign of
communism in Poland, which affected most of us in one way or another.
https://youtu.be/UIMTQysqbOg

We joked about Irony Curtain being Deponia meets Papers, please – and we hope it’s true! It’s a classic point and click
adventure, with a story that will keep you hooked, with fleshed out, relatable characters, full of humour and well-placed easter-
eggs, riddles that will keep you puzzled, with a familiar interface, known from other p’n’c titles – all that without the elements
that made us grit our teeth in the classics – the riddles can be solved by rational thinking (no dream logic!), some of them even
have more than one ways they can be solved, it has good music – created by Peter McConnel and Arkadiusz Reikowski –
and will keep you entertained for up to 10 hours!

So, we’re calling on all point-and-click fans – we know you’re out there! Play Irony Curtain, tell us how we did! We hope that
we managed to bring you a wave of nostalgia, laughter and some insight into the absurdities of communism.

If you'd like to reach us, please don't hesitate to check out the Steam Forums. See you there!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/866190/Irony_Curtain_From_Matryoshka_with_Love/. Chapter 2 of Snail Trek is now
available!:
Go get it here while it's got the launch discount, and find out what happens to those snails!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/756320/Snail_Trek__Chapter_2_A_Snail_Of_Two_Worlds/
. New update - May 17, 2017:
1) Added circles on the water from swimming soldiers.
2) Fixed the trigger mechanism on sFH 414(f) howitzer.
3) Adjusted the algorithm of applying shading.
4) Fixed a bug with PgUp and PgDown keys not working.
5) Added Sdkfz 231 and 232 armored cars to quick battle organizational structure.
6) Fixed a bug with locking on a unit when switching to the map mode.
7) Some adjustments in the pathfinding algorithm on rough terrain.
8) Removed the exit dialog when saving is enabled.
9) Extended the zoom range of the map in the operational phase.
10) Area of sight automatically switches depending on unit type and the location of the commander.. Update 1.1.5 - Released:
The original idea was to update The Life Of Greather via a newer engine version.

That update however is not ready.(Update 1.2 that i previously posted)

I decided it was best to bring out an update now.

Update 1.1.5 - Contains the following:

- Weapons balanced (No more Overpowered dagger/Knife)
- Enemies now become tougher as you progress requiring you to obtain a better weapon.
- Enemies wearing an helmet can no longer be killed with 1 hit to the head.
- You now look the correct direction when entering and leaving buildings.
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- Signs now added to use in conjuction with map to help navigate the game world.
- Triggers re-adjusted to stop enemies visibly spawning.
- Black squares no longer appear when hitting building floors and rocks.
- Occasional bug when you opened a gate but got stuck by an invisible wall now fixed.
- Floating objects fixed.
- Minor enviroment Re-texturing/tweaks
. New Android App: Live2DViewerEX Floating Viewer:

Introduction
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